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Dear Parents
As the world is fighting against the coronavirus outbreak India is taking every step to make sure
to keep all citizens safe. So much remains unknown about how the novel coronavirus is going to
affect our health, our economy and our way of life in this country. But amid all these uncertainties,
one undoubtable positive that emerged was that fighting against all odds, we at Vishwa Bharati started
our new academic session 2020-21 as scheduled with distance learning.

The journey we’re on right now as an education system and as a country is difficult to put into
words. The world seemed to turn upside down in just a matter of hours.To call it a roller coaster is
probably the understatement of the season. Whatever we call this year it will certainly be one that
none of us will ever forget.
As the eminent writer Sudha Murthy once said that there is no age for learning, the teaching
fraternity of the school, irrespective of the streams they belonged to, joined hands and became
techno savvy. They began online lessons which emerged as the go-to solution for schools looking
to resume classes despite lockdown. It was certainly not without hiccups but all worked incredibly
hard, found out of box and nontraditional ways to support and work with one another. Kudos to
the children too who at this young age adapted beautifully to the change in the teaching scenario.
We are deeply grateful for the co-operation and understanding of our brilliant parent body.
As we move into this new normal, we assure you that we are here to support you and hope that we
will receive full-fledged support from you in all our future endeavors too. We have busted barriers
together which seemed insurmountable a month ago.
Penning off with these words:
“One day this will be over and we will be grateful for life in ways we never felt possible before.”
Stay safe
Stay Healthy
Dr V.K.Ganju
( General Secretary ,VBWWI)
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Earth Day @Lockdown
Earth day which was celebrated as
an appeal to help mother Earth.
This year it saw a much awaited
change the nature flourished
everywhere. The clearer waters,
the greenery around and rarest of
fauna coming back to their
environment. It seems Earth really
celebrated the day…. songs of the
birds, dances of the clouds makes
it clear that it’s their Earth…we are
here to live.
Soni Agarwal

Release the pressure please….
Ceaseless traffic, bustling malls rigidly
suspended by atrocious spread of
pandemic, man is under lock.
Ironically same man turned deaf, when
mother earth implored to stop vandalizing
the nature. In adversity, man turned inside
cherishing the beauty of nature in blue
skies, clear waters, snow-capped
mountains visible from far.
High time to help nature, to restore with
love and compassion.
Vaishali Chandna

We need to save Mother Earth because if we don’t
care then the human can see the worst of nature.
Coronavirus (covid-19) is a call from nature that we
all have to conserve natural environment.
I would like to quote,’’ Why only Earth day it should
be Each Day .......Let every breath , every word and
every peaceful step make the Mother Earth proud of
us.’’
Raina Agarwal

“THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE DIFFICULT AND THE
IMPOSSIBLE IS THAT THE IMPOSSIBLE TAKES A LITTLE
LONGER TIME” – LADY ABERDEEN
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The VBPSN CO-VID 19 warriors continue to fight against the
pandemic by staying at home and being responsible. The little
warriors stood united and displayed their solidarity and
appreciation towards the Frontline and Healthcare workers.
The brave hearts actively participated when Prime Minister Modi
urged people to switch off the lights in their houses and light
candles and diyas for nine minutes at 9pm on April 5,2020.

HARMONICA
22nd April 2020 marked the 50th
year of the Earth Day
Celebrations.
The
Vishwa
Bharatians despite being under
lockdown , continued with their
annual event on the occasion of
earth Day ‘Harmonica’ and
celebrated the golden jubilee
year by organizing many online
Intra School events for students
from Blossoms – Class XII. The
theme for this year was
‘EARTHRISE’.

The Lockdown, all over the
globe, has given the Earth the
much-needed break to Repair
and Restore. The students
unleashed their Creative streak
and participated with great zeal
and vigor. More than 700 entries
were received for different
categories. Here’s a glimpse of
the eye-catching works of the
children:

POSITION HOLDERS OF HARMONICA

HARMONICA –2020
THEME: EARTHRISE
Results

WINNER’s NAMES

Class with Section

1.

ADVIKA AGARWAL

BLOSSOMS

HANDS/DIGIT

2.

YASHASVI ARORA

BLOSSOMS

PAINTING

3.

PURAHAN CHHABRA

BLOSSOMS

1.

DARSH SAXENA

LKG D

HANDS/DIGIT

2.

VEDAANG SRIVASTAVA

LKG A

PAINTING

3.

KRITIKA SAINI

LKG E

1.

HIMALI SINGH GAHALAUT

SKG - I

HANDS/DIGIT

2.

ANSHIKA MISHRA

SKG - C

PAINTING

3.

ADWAIT PANDEY

SKG -H

1.

KAAVYA ACHARYA

I

LEAF/VEGETABLE

2.

AADITYA JAIN

I

PAINTING

3.

DAKSHA SINGH

I

EVENT

EVENT

WINNER’S NAMES

CLASS WITH SECTION

1.

YESHNA

II E

LEAF/VEGETABLE

2.

SIDDHI VERMA

II H

PAINTING

3.

AARNA JAIN

II H

1.

AADHARSHINI BOITY

III D

LEAF/VEGETABLE

2.

NEELESH NEELOTAPLA

III G

PAINTING

3.

ANISHKA GUPTA

III C

1.

ANSHI GAUTAM

IV B

2.

AYANSH SRIVASTAVA

IV F

3.

SANSKRITI PANDEY

IV A

1.

SAANVI SHRESHTHA

VB

2.

LAKSHYA B KUMAR

VB

3.

RAHIL GREWAL

VB

1.

NITYA ARORA

VI E

2.

BHUVI

VI G

3.

SUMEDHA

VI D

POSTER MAKING

POSTER MAKING

LANDSCAPE
DESIGNING
FOR
MOTHER EARTH

EVENT

WINNER’S NAME

CLASS WITH
SECTION

SLOGAN

1.

ANANT PRAKASH

VII G

WRITING

2.

ANURADHA AGRAWAL

VII A

(ENGLISH)

3.

DEV GUPTA

VII C

1.

PRATHAM MADAN

VII B

SLOGAN WRITING

2.

NISHKA BISHT

VII D

(HINDI)

3.

YASHVARDHAN JHAWAR

VII A

1.

ASMIT KESH

VIII E

2.

KUHU GUPTA

VIII F

3.

NAVDHA GUSAIN & AGRIMA
GUPTA

VIII B & VIII A

POEM WRITING

1.

SAANVI DUBEY

VIII E

(SELF COMPOSED)

2.

NAVDHA GUSAIN

VIII B

(HINDI)

3.

KAMYA UPADHYAY

VIII F

POEM WRITING
(SELF COMPOSED)

(ENGLISH)

WINNER’S NAME

IX-XII

1.

NAIRITA GUHA

XI A

SKETCHES

2.

ISHITA JAIN

XA

FOR

3.

AJITA SAXENA

XII A

1.

TANZIL

XII C

2.

ARYESH SRIVASTAVA

XII B

3.

PUSTAK PATHAK

XE

SENIOR WING

MOTHER EARTH

SCREENDESIGNING

TOTAL PRIZE WINNERS – 46

Friends ,
Sharing with you the gamut of emotions which our
dear children have weaved into words during this
lockdown period. Infact a page is completely dedicated
to their heart touching and inspiring write ups. We will
continue with this in our next few editions too.
Happy reading !!!!
Lockdown diaries……

Lockdown: A Blessing In Disguise
“Be grateful for the tiny details in your life and make room for unexpected and

beautiful blessings.” In today’s world, no one has enough time to count the
small moments which have the capability to become one of the most heartfelt
and memorable moments in our life.
We never notice how beautiful our surroundings can be. How loving the people
around us can be. That’s because we are way too much stuffed in the pile of
documents, files, books which keep us occupied and stressed our whole life.
This lockdown may just be what we need in our lives. A break, a time to once
again realize the feeling of just being a friend, a sister, a brother, a father, a
mother, a family or just someone who holds a special place in your loved ones’
hearts.
Who knows? After all, “The best moments always happen unexpectedly.”
Chayanika (XII G)

What a year this week has been. " Courtesy? Every social media
platform that exists. It's understandable as to how everyone feels
bad to be 'trapped' in their own homes but whenever this mentality
comes up, remind yourself how privileged you are that you can sit
at home without working and not having to worry about how you'll
get your next meal. Being cocooned in the comfort of your house,
eating, sleeping and binge-watching at our own liberty is not really
a punishment in this pandemic when the whole of humanity is at
threat. Times are hard enough already, don't make them harder
by constantly complaining and motivate yourself to strive for
betterment in every task you take up.We, as students have our
online classes in the first half of day. How can we make the other
half productive? I'll share some of the things that I've been doing,
I'll be more than happy if this can help you out in any way.
Cool there are thousands of easy cooking recipes uploaded on
YouTube. Why not learn this basic survival skill? Also, let's not
make it sexist, both girls and boys should indulge into this.
Most importantly, help your mother. own up and take
responsibility.
Another important thing is to check up on your loved ones as it
can be emotionally hard for some people to cope up with this
situation.
In the end, stop feeling sorry for yourself or blaming the situation.
Live and cherish every moment, turn it into a productive
quarantine, self-reflection is extremely important. When all of this
gets better, we'll appreciate our efforts, love ourselves a little more
and cherish the 'routine'.
This too shall pass!
Saanya Dixit (XII )

Lockdown 2020 is now being considered by many a blessing in
disguise. Why so; some might ask. But this is the cold hard truth that
we are not able to comprehend.
The earth has gotten time for healing itself.
Yes,” healing”, all the wounds that we have giving to our planet
before the lockdown started, have now started to heal. In fact, the
sky has never been “bluer” before. If you go out into your balconies
and look up at the sky, you simply won’t be able to pull your eyes
down..
The best one yet might still be the fact that we all got so much time
to spend with our families. Men of the family, who consider
household work to be a woman’s job, are now showing active
participation in the home.
Prabhav Gupta (XII C)

Oh! I yearn this lockdown ends soon.’ This prospect is prevalent
in the minds of all the dwellers of this globe. However, every
cloud has a silver lining. Circumstances are never against you
it solely depends on your demeanour towards them. Lockdown
proved to be a boon, imbibing some crucial life lessons in me.
I utilised my time to obtain an improved version of myself, just
like a caterpillar comes out of its cocoon as a magnificent
butterfly. Uncertainty regarding the existence of humanity on
this planet edified me to cherish every moment of this graceful
life,

abandoning

the

futile

uncertainties

of

future.

My

currentendeavours build a roadmap to my future ambitions.
Time taught me the essence of love in our lives and the pain
with which the arrow of separation rips apart one's heart. This
epidemic has proved the worthlessness of man’s vanity. The
superpowers of the world stand impotent in front of a virus!
Lockdown is not a punishment for humans but a gift for the
serenity of mother earth. Yet a mother’s eternal love turned this
punishment into a blessing in disguise.
Connect with others
Organise your thoughts
Value Time
Invest in self-development
Discover new skills

Gargi Goel ( XII C)

Lockdown Diaries
Teacher’s desk
I feel the lockdown has come as an
unexpected but highly required boon
to this country. When the nature was
succumbing to man's exploiting
behaviour and families were only
staying under one roof but not making
their house - a Home, this lockdown
brought a new perspective for
everyone to think about. Now it's all
about playing, chatting, laughing and
making memories with your family
while nature has its time to recover."
Supriya Mishra

During this time of suffering, it’s
very important to keep yourself and
others happy. Happiness creates
positivity amongst everybody which
can help all of us to combat such a
mundane period.
This situation reminds me of a saying
by Lord Krishna “The happiness
which comes from long practice,
which leads to the end of suffering,
this kind of happiness arises from the
serenity of one's own mind.”
ShaluMathur

Crisis and isolation can be a remarkable time for personal growth. Thanks to
video calls we are getting a proper peek into the lives of our colleagues and
students .There are some surprises here. Quarantine seems to be making a
filmmaker out of many people. Posted on social media are videos of their
culinary feats and singing and dancing achievements. Constructive people have
used their time wisely. Quite a few have learnt to meditate or devote time to
their families.
Reena Jha

We have been locked down in our

homes for last few months,due to this
ghastly spread of COVID-19.The most
important thing, due to which this
lockdown is going on is SAFETY.
We can enjoy these moments with our
family playing indoor games, doing
yoga and even cooking new dishes at
home. It is not easy to pass time, but we
need to bring consciousness to take care
of our priority.
DebanjanaBasuNayak

With the outbreak of COVID-19
around the world, everythinghas come
to halt. Everyone needs to stay at home
to stay
safe and protected. Prevention is better
than cure. And toprevent the spread of
the virus, we need to maintaindistance
from people. You are asked to stay
indoors so thatyou are healthy and
don’t catch the disease.
Meenakshi Pathak

A new word which describe it's own
meaningthis year,
A new vocabulary added which no
one is going to ever forget.
A new view of this environment
which was a great demand by
naturebut …. Teachers has no time to
see this newness in everything
because they are busy just to teach &
learn through a new way of teaching
method.
SaritaSamantray

At the end of the day,
the goals are simple :
safety and security

